Health Warning

Potentially distressing content.
Use of ‘Street-language’
Participation is voluntary
Role protection
Aims1. Describe the meaning of County Line, Gangs and Organised Crime Groups.
2. Recognise the current County Lines Criminal Practices.
3. Review the correlation between County Lines, Human Trafficking and
Modern Day Slavery.
4. Gain enhanced youth engagement skills and knowledge to support children
and vulnerable adults at risk of criminal exploitation.
5. Increase their personal resilience and awareness of the dangers and explore
consequences of becoming involved in crime and carrying/using weapons.
6. State defences in Law and explore mitigating factors.

PREPARE TO GET INVOLVED!

THE BORDERS PROJECT – A ‘COUNTY LINES’ RESPONSE
HELPING ADULT SAFEGUARDERS TO SUPPORT CHILDREN AND VULNERABLE
ADULTS AT RISK OF CRIMINAL EXPLOITATION

Dean Coady OBE
Urban Pure Solutions

HEALTH WARNING

What is
‘County Lines’
and what can I do
about it?
Child Criminal Exploitation - CCE
also affecting Vulnerable adults
Perpetrated by drug traffickers and
other criminals
Child Criminal
is
Dean CoadyExploitation
OBE
Urban Pure Solutions
Grooming for
Criminal Purposes
07885597690

Definitions
New definition
The Government now
defines a gang as having
one or more
characteristics that enable
its members to be defined
as a group by others
(2015)
3 or more
Identity – name, colour
Territory
Criminal Acts
Rivalry
Prof John Pitts
Dying to Belong

Organised Crime can
be defined as serious
crime planned,
coordinated and
conducted by people
working together on
a continuing basis.
Their motivation is
often, but not always,
financial gain.

Home Office/Public Health 12/02/2021
County Lines has contributed to a 807% increase in the
number of children referred for support of LA’s in relation
to Modern slavery. 2500 in total.
27,000 children identified as Gang members.
During COVID – dressed as key workers, food delivery
staff and similar.
33% rise in Cuckooed/Home invaded addresses.
16% increase in Drug Offences
Serious Violence Impact Assessment 1st March 2021
2014, certain types of serious violence have increased
markedly in England and Wales.
Offences involving knives increased by 84 per cent
between the year to June 2014 to June 2021.
Homicides increased by around 38 per cent and gun
crime rose by 28 per cent between year to June 2014
and year to June 2020

Daily Mail interview with Director
of NCA Lynne Owens
“Organised crime kills more citizens
every year, more than war, terrorism
and natural disasters COMBINED!”

£12 billion criminal revenue
4500 Organised Crime Groups in
the UK
70 to 181,000 OCG criminals
550 to 850,000 individuals
posing varying degrees of threat
to kids in the UK

FOR SAFEGUARDERS

What is County Lines?
From NCA Guidance November 2020
The COUNTY LINES offending model involves GANGS and ORGANISED CRIME GROUPS (OCG’S) The
‘County Line’ is the mobile PHONE LINE used to take the orders of drugs.
(The ‘line’ will usually be CONTROLLED BY A THIRD PARTY AWAY FROM THE FRONTLINE. (London, West
Mids, Liverpool)
Illegal drugs are transported from ONE AREA TO ANOTHER, often across police and local authority boundaries
(although not exclusively), usually by CHILDREN or VULNERABLE PEOPLE people who are coerced into it by
gangs.
The dealers will frequently target CHILDREN AND ADULTS - often with MENTAL HEALTH or ADDICTION
problems - to act as drug runners or move cash so they can stay under the radar of law enforcement.
People exploited in this way will quite often be exposed to PHYSICAL, MENTAL AND SEXUAL ABUSE, and in
some instances will be trafficked to areas a long way from home as part of the network's drug dealing business.
Importing areas (areas where the drugs are taken to) are reporting INCREASED LEVELS OF VIOLENCE AND
WEAPONS-RELATED CRIMES as a result of this trend.
In some cases the dealers will TAKE OVER a local property, normally belonging to a vulnerable person, and use it
to operate their criminal activity from. This is known as CUCKOOING. **
As we have seen in child sexual exploitation, children often DON’T SEE THEMSELVES AS VICTIMS or realise
they have been GROOMED to get involved in criminality.
Dealers use INTIMIDATION, SEVERE VIOLENCE, ACID, GUNS AND KNIVES. £35,000 per week. £1.8 mill per year.

Serious Violence Strategy April 2018
County lines is a term used to describe
gangs and organised criminal networks
involved in exporting illegal drugs into
one or more importing areas [within the
UK], using dedicated mobile phone lines
or other form of “deal line”.
They are likely to exploit children and
vulnerable adults to move [and store] the
drugs and money and they will often use
coercion, intimidation, violence (including
sexual violence) and weapons.
At least 2000 + County Lines operating as
we speak – 118 FI capability.
NCA say 600+ County Lines

Child Criminal Exploitation occurs where an
individual or group takes advantage of an
imbalance of power to coerce, control,
manipulate or deceive a child or young person
under the age of 18 into any criminal activity
(a) in exchange for something the victim needs
or wants, and/or (b) for the financial or other
advantage of the perpetrator or facilitator
and/or (c) through violence or the threat of
violence.
The victim may have been criminally exploited
even if the activity appears consensual. Child
Criminal Exploitation does not always involve
physical contact; it can also occur through the
use of technology.
Home Office 2019 - Criminal exploitation of
children... includes for instance children forced
to work on cannabis farms or to commit theft

Call Coads
24/7
Deliveries or Pickup
07888888888
Special Offers!

Don’t miss out!

Don’t miss out!

Typical Drug Dealers Business Card

Daily Mail 2020

You can contact UK Modern Slavery Helpline and Resource Centre on
08000 121 700 - it's free to call, confidential and open 24/7

ALSO CONSIDER;
PHYSICAL AND
MENTAL HEALTH

I AM BEGGING YOU .
PLEAZ MAKE DEM
PACKAGES SMALLER…
I HAVTA TO PLUG DEM
AND DEY ARE HURTIN
ME.
Anxiety disorders x 2
Psychosis x 4
Psych./Mental Health admission x 8
Suicide attempts x 13
Antisocial Personality Disorder x 57
St Giles JS

djcobe

Six Key Insights
Social media is viewed as amplifying and
exacerbating violent conflict.
There are concerns that young people are growing
up in school, home and community environments
in which conflict and violence are normalised.
Changes to neighbourhood policing are seen as the
cause of a worsening relationship between
communities and police.
Vulnerability and fear are important drivers in the
increase in young people carrying weapons.
‘Toxic masculinity’ and pressure to conform appears
to increase the likelihood of young men being
perpetrators or victims of violent crime.
Communities feel there is an urgent need to create
safe places and strong relationships to divert young
people from violent crime.

Comparing children in gangs who are assessed by children’s
services with other children referred to children’s
services reveals that children in gangs are:
95% more likely to have social and emotional health issues
Twice as likely to be self-harming
41% more likely to have a parent or carer misusing
substances
Eight times more likely to be misusing substances
themselves
76% more likely not to be having their basic care needs
met at home (as assessed by a practitioner)
37% more likely to have witnessed domestic violence
37% more likely to be missing/absent from school

Neglect: 76% more likely to have their basic care needs not being met flagged as a concern than other young
offenders, 48% more likely to have neglect identified at assessment than other children assessed by children’s
services.
Violence towards them within the home: 41% more likely to have violence from a parent identified as a concern
than other young offenders; 39% more likely to have domestic violence where the child is the subject recorded as a
factor at assessment than other children assessed by children’s services.
Offending in the family: 60% more likely to have this flagged as a concern than other young offenders and twice as
likely to be living with known offenders.
Housing instability: twice as likely to have short term/temporary housing listed as a concern than other young
offenders.

Increased Vulnerabilities can include Prior experience of physical, sexual abuse and/or neglect
Lack of stable and safe home life
Homeless insecure accom status
Social isolation
Economic vulnerability – skint!!
Gang connected
Physical disability/Learning difficulty/Mental Health issue
Looked after child, residential care, interrupted care history
Living in social housing in a drug hotspot, especially
young woman with kids
Substance misuse – drink and drugs
Excluded from mainstream education
But also consider!

Why do children
and vulnerable
adults get
involved in crime
and criminal
exploitation?

Any child or vulnerable adult can be
affected and it’s important to
recognise that is can still be
exploitation, even if the activity
appears consensual.
South Wales Police

What are some signs of criminal exploitation and county lines?
Returning home late, staying out all night, running away from home, truaunt
Being found in or seen to be visiting areas away from home
Increasing drug or alcohol use, or being found to have large amounts of
drugs or money on them
Being secretive about who they are talking to and where they are going
Unexplained absences from school, college, training or work,
Unexplained money, phone(s), clothes or jewelry – Smart but scruffy!
Missing name labels, Balaclavas, Gloves, Bandanas, Drill music
Increasingly agitated, disruptive or aggressive behaviour – disproportionate
responses to calls - sleep patterns
Using sexual, drug-related or violent language you wouldn’t expect them to
know
Coming home with injuries

What are some signs of criminal exploitation and county lines?
FROM A PARENT WHOSE CHILD WAS SUBJECTED TO CCE/COUNTY LINES
Coached replies – ‘’No Comment!’
Awareness of ‘Gang Boundaries’
Leaving home – no explanation
Condoms and Vaseline
Cleaning a ‘pinging’ phone
Missing or Discovered Knives
Rolling Pin/Cling Film/Paracetamol
Train Tickets/Receipts
Having hotel cards or keys.

BOYFRIEND/PARTNER!
RELATIONSHIP!
PROMISCUOUS!
PROSTITUTION!

How does the Modern Slavery Act 2015
apply to members of a County Lines
drug gang?
Under section 2 of the MSA 2015, a
person commits the offence of human
trafficking if they arrange or facilitate the
travel of another person with a view to
that person being exploited. This section
specifies that travelling can include travel
within the same country.
Section 3(6) holds that exploitation can
refer to the provision of “services of any
kind” from children and vulnerable
persons.
An individual who uses children or
vulnerable people within the County Lines
drug distribution model could therefore
face being charged with a human
trafficking offence as well any relevant
drug offences.

Defences at
Law Sect 46
MSA

For an individual under
18 years old, they would
have a defence if they:
(a) Commit an offence as
a direct consequence of
their being a victim of
slavery or relevant
exploitation; and
(b) A reasonable person
in the same situation and
having the person’s
relevant characteristics
(including their age) would
have committed the
offence.

For an individual over
the age of 18, they would
have a defence if they:

- Stigma Slavery and Trafficking
Prevention Order

(a) Commit an offence
because they are
compelled to do so,
(b) They are compelled
as a result of slavery or
relevant exploitation; and
(c) A reasonable person
with relevant
characteristics in the same
position as the person
would have no realistic
alternative to committing
the offence
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“The Children’s Commissioner’s 2019/20 Report into
Childhood Vulnerability and Childhood Local Data on
Risks and Need 2020

11.8 million children in the UK. 829,000 children reported as invisible to children’s
services 2.25 million classified as having ‘Complex needs’.
1,032,000 children aged 5 to 17 suffer mental health disorders.
1.6 million children with parents suffering mental health problems
788,000 children living in homes with domestic violence
478,000 children whose parents use substances problematically
105,000 children who are living in a family with a “toxic trio” (mental health
problems, domestic violence and alcohol and/or substance abuse)
1.9 million children living in food poverty. 593,000 children living in material
deprivation or severe low income - poverty
113,000 Children have a parent in prison
160,000 children temporarily or permanently excluded from school in England.
1.4 million households with children claiming Universal Credit.
102,000 children are the registered with their council as a young unpaid carer.
170,000 children who care for their parents or siblings.
309,000 children are in local authority alternative provision or PRU’s.
29,000 children are thought to be gang members
56,000 children reported missing 2019
932,000 children with Spec Ed needs without statements or Ed/Health and CP
1,200 children are newly identified victims of modern slavery per year.

50,000 children are currently being exploited by County Lines Gangs

Graduation day 2013

Arrested 2018 - bailed

Arrested Feb 2019

Angela Davey. Graduate. had a successful career as secondary school History
teacher, happily married with two children.

Marriage broke down, was left destitute and homeless. Got onto Tinder, got a
drug-dealing boyfriend. Ended up homeless, sleeping in doorways. Became
involved with a County Lines drugs gang taking and dealing heroin and crack
cocaine. Served up a UCO. Arrested, charge, she went on the run.
Feb 1st 2019
UEA graduate turned drug dealer arrested in London after two months running

The National Referral Mechanism (NRM) is a framework for identifying and
referring potential victims of modern slavery and ensuring they receive the
appropriate support.
Modern slavery is a complex crime and may involve multiple forms of
exploitation. It encompasses:
human trafficking, slavery, servitude, and forced or compulsory labour
•An individual
Clear ownership
of responsibility
vulnerable
could have been
a victim of humanof
trafficking
and/or people
slavery,
servitude
andinformation
forced or compulsory labour.
• Share
Victims may not be aware that they are being trafficked or exploited, and
•may Build
relationships with other agencies
have consented to elements of their exploitation, or accepted their
•situation.
Developing
where
appropriate
If you thinkinformation,
that modern slavery
has taken
place, the case should
be referred to the NRM so that the Single Competent Authority (SCA) can
•fully React
quickly to pre-cursors
consider the case. You do not need to be certain that someone is a
•victim.
Educate and increase awareness

What can we do?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Homework
NCA Guidance and
National Referral Mechanism 5 days, 45 days
(NRM Referrals in 2014 were 127, in 2017 were 690, in 2020 were 2500
(51% ARE KIDS)
Palermo Protocol
Modern Day Slavery Act
Slavery and Trafficking Order - Cops
2014 Update to ASB, Crime and Policing Act 2014 - Housing
Exploitation Warning Notice - Cops

In Summary
County lines is Class A drug dealing using a branded telephone line, known as
a ‘Deal-Line’.
The dealers groom and traffic vulnerable children and adults to transport and
sell drugs, and carry money back to them
This allows the dealers to distance themselves from ‘hands-on’, thereby
frustrating investigations.
Aggressive and successful marketing using bulk texting, flyers and face-toface, bargain offers and similar is standard,
Big money, big violence!
Was initially urban to rural, now jus from ‘A to B’.
This is a highly lucrative and efficient business model with a potentially
endless pool of cheap labour.
It is both a safeguarding and law enforcement issue.

Did we achieve our Aims1. Describe the meaning of County Line, Gangs and Organised Crime Groups.
2. Recognise the current County Lines Criminal Practices.
3. Review the correlation between County Lines, Human Trafficking and
Modern Day Slavery.
4. Gain enhanced youth engagement skills and knowledge to support children
and vulnerable adults at risk of criminal exploitation.
5. Increase their personal resilience and awareness of the dangers and explore
consequences of becoming involved in crime and carrying and using weapons.
6. State defences in Law and explored mitigation.

DID YOU GET INVOLVED!!!

STREET - STRONG
STREET - SAFE

Thanks for taking part in
today’s workshop.
Any Questions?
Dean Coady OBE
07885597690

deancoady@urbanpuresolutions.com

#Dean@UrbanPureHelp

